
CHAPTER L

Phonology^

§ 1. Preliminary remarks.

The phonological system of Blackfoot is comparatively simple, so that

there is scartely any need of using diacritical signs in a broad transcription

of its sounds. The only trouble is to know which sounds of those that

occur in Blackfoot are to be considered as phonemes. Though I have

retained the use of e and u respectively, by the side of i and o, I strongly

suspect that these four signs represent only two phonemes, viz, i : e and
u : o, and that it perhaps would have been preferable to use accordingly

two symbols. I have also some grave doubts about the desirability of using

the symbol a by the side of o (6). In our dictionaries A in closed

syllables indicates a short vowel, akin to, but more open than, the short

o (6), but it is very difficult to 4raw a line between the cases where a or

o (6) would be required. By this time I incline to the conclusion that the

use of the symbol k might be in its place when one would give a narrow
transcription of Blackfoot, but that it safely might be replaced by o (6)

in a broad transcription. In my texts accentuated a in open syllables is used

for a long vowel, but in my grammatical essays I have made use of the sign

a instead. Nor am I quite certain about the phonological character of the

sound represented by a. Perhaps this sound is no distinct phoneme, but

only a variant of the diphthong au, and, in some cases, of the long vowel

a (a). Another sign I have made use of and perhaps better might have

dispensed with is the Greek epsilon. The open e-sound I have assigned to

it in my texts and grammatical essays sometimes represents a post-

consonantal group ia (e.g. kcnni= ki anni), sometimes originates from the

diphthong ai before 5 (e.g. Okoesau= Okoaisau). More often, however,

ai before s has remained unchanged, or has become a. Nor is a, a long

variety of £, and also a monophthongization of ai, to be registered as a

true phoneme. Among the signs listed in the next paragraph the reader

will find y and w for the consonantal i and u, but in most cases I have

retained the symbols i and u even when the sounds represented by them
function as consonants {w is practically not made use of in this present

volume). Certainly y and w are no real phonemes, to be distinguished in

broad transcription from i and u respectively. I am aware that there are

many inconsistencies in my way of spelling, but to remove them would have

caused me great and, I trust, unnecessary trouble. The orthography of this

grammar is the same as in the two vocabularies published before (1930
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and 1934). So Walter Mountain-chief*s emphatical endings -'a and -'i are

omitted. Instead of ux* ax* uks, uts in most cases the spelling ox* oks, ots

has been preferred. Before nn and x I usually write a instead of a. I have
only one thing to add to these general observations on the mutual relation

of sounds and phonemes in Blackfoot. It is perfectly clear, that x ^i^d x,

though physiologically and acoustically very different from each other (see

the next paragraph) i^cpresent only one phoneme, x being the palatalized

variant of x after f, or diphthongs with i as second component.

About quantity of vowels there is not much to be said. There are only

a few constant long vowels in Blackfoot, but vowels with principal or

secondary stress are usually longer than the unaccentuatcd, and accentuated

vowels may be incidentally prolonged to a degree, uncommon in most of

the European languages. Under these circumstances I did not think it

desirable to use the makron. Nor did I deem it necessary to indicate the

shortness of a vowel, except in a few special cases, because most un-
accentuated vowels are shorter than those with principal or secondary
stress. Constantly short, e.g., is the a of the suffix -koSn (in akekoSn, etc.).

and the accentuated i of the numeral ixkitslka. All vowels, accentuated or

not, are short before long (geminated) consonants, wherefore it is

unnecessary to indicate the shortness in every particular case. Where it is

absolutely necessary to indicate the shortness of a vowel, i.e. where this

shortness does not follow from a general rule, I do it by using the brevis.

In Blackfoot a consonant in the body of a word often belongs both to

the preceding and the following syllable, and then we might write it double

as well as single. Only rarely I express this gemination in writing, because

in most cases it is not constant. Where it is very emphatic, so that there

may be no doubt whatever of the length (gemination) of the consonant, as

in some cases with mm, nn, pp, ss, I write doubles.

When I, u, and the diphthongs with i, u as second component stand

before a vowel, most times a connecting semi-vowel is heard. So, e.g., the

word for **bear" is usually pronounced kyaiyo, though sometimes we may
distinctly hear kyayo, the diphthong at being split up into a + i and the i

functioning as semi-vowel. In both cases I write kyaio. As to the frequent

diphthong-like combinations of vowels, it is to be observed that they often

split up into the vowels which are their components.

The language is often broken by glottal stops, but how far these stops

are constant, I am not able to ascertain. Where, for the sake of clearness,

it seems necessary to indicate them, I use the sign of the Greek spiritus

lenis. Perhaps I ought to have written them in some cases more. So they are

often heard at the end of verbal forms in -o (-o'), as aitoto (aito to*). But
here in less emphatical speech the glottal stop is not present. Without any
doubt, the glottal stop very often introduces an initial vowel in the

beginning of a sentence, though after so many years since I heard Black-

foot spoken I dare not ascertain the exact degree or constancy of its

presence.



The attentive reader of my own, and of de Josselin de Jong's, texts will

soon discover that the same word in the same grammatical form, and
seemingly under similar circumstances, is not always spelt in the same way.
Partly, of course, this may be due to subjective causes, but, even admitting

this much, I have to state that there are many vacillations in the sounding

of the language that can by no means be explained away. Such is, e.g., the

seemingly arbitrary putting in, or omitting, % and x before explosives, and
before s, which is especially to be observed in certain verbal forms. In

general I have thought it better to express such vacillations in my way of

spelling than to obliterate them by an arbitrary uniform orthography. Still,

as in the vocabularies published by myself with the valiant help of R. H.
van Gulik, I have allowed myself slight changes in the spelling of the

published texts, most in those collected by de Josselin de Jong.
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